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can war. i' o r
s~me tl~e tilings
m ·o v e 4 slowly.
There wu much
siiouting a n 4
bea,ting of drums,
. but . Jttt,le real ac.tton. . Alt occe:slonal boa£1oad of
rnulea
destined
for 'the Spa.nleh
force~ in · Cuba
w.aa. captured · by

Amertcan forces,
and that "

w. P. Davlea

a s

, about all. Several
Grand Forkl men- dropped into
the Herald etllterial room in the
·
tb le rn the latest news
eveqinga.

a

·

.

.

Aad. thoae .who heard the tobf
In 1thlch that · was . said: kn
the .gallant colonel m~$.nt
word of it.
. : .. . .
'THI: .CJ!BISTllAS SEASON
baa always b.~ special significance
tor ·Mr. ·an4. Ml!s.. Mlle. ,Walker, of
Bo~esmont, for .they were married
on Decen)b.r 28. l.ast week they
c~lebritea the 64th an.n lversa.ry of
belr artlage. Mr. Wa.Ikef ta . now
I& years of age ..and ~i, Walker
88. They · began lite . n Ontario
when living con<:lltiona fn that' tlrst
country were . exceedingly, prlml•
ti'V'e, and again ' they became pioneers Oh the. prairies . of ;North I)akota. CongratuJ.eitions ·to them. on
their long · ltfe and happy companionship, and may their temainini
years .be filled with happlhess. '
·
* * *
·A NOT~ FROM REV. DR:. A. C.
Steve1r1s;_f ornier ·pastor Qf the J'Jtst
Methodist church of Grand :B'Qrks,
1nd now.. ·: of Gardena, California,

~~llltllll:~:,Mf:U. lMI
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&

I AM WAITING WITH CONsiderable interest the showing of
"The Mutiny On the Bounty,"
which is to appear at the Dakota1
theater within a/
few days, for ir:,
addition to bein~
the
dramatiza.,
tion of a histori
cal event in
w h i c h romance,
comedy and tragedy are closely intermingled, I a~
told that the play,
in its a c t i n g
picturization an
sound effects i
one of the fines
that has bee
w, p, Davies produced.

* *

* ON THE BOUN"THE MUTINY
ty'' is the first of a group of three
great works dealing with the famous mutiny and its sequel, by
Charles Nordhoof and James Nor
man Hall. In the first of thes
three books is told the story o
the mutiny itself an~ the · event
leading up to it. The second, "Me
Against the Sea," tells of the thrill
ing voyage of Captain Bligh, de
posed captain of the Bounty, an
18 loyal seamen, in an open boa
I across 3,618 miles of open sea to
a port in the East Indies. "Pitcairn's Island" tells of the life of
the mutineers and their native
women companions on a solitary
bit of land in mid-Pacific. These
three great stories are woven with
remarkable skill into the screen
play.

* * *

THE AUTHORS OF THIS EPIC
have done a remarkable piece of
work in giving life and motion to
a remote historical event which,
treated as history alone, would lose
much of its force. They have
searched all available records for
accounts of the mutiny, naval orders and practices, Polynesian costoms and everything which could
shed light on that .remarkable drama of the 18th century, and, adhering faithfully to the recorded
facts, have given them life and
color by character delineations and
credible incidents.

* *

·
1

'
·
·
·
'

*
THE THREE-FOLD
STORY IS
full of cameo-like bits of description. One of these, which I liked
particularly, tells of the arrival of
Captain Bligh and his men at the
East Indian port of Timor. They
had come across more than 3,000
miles of open water and had suffered storm, calm, hunger, thirst
and sickness. Ragged, unkempt,
sometimes on the point of mutiny
themselves, often despondent and
at the point of death, they had
been kept under control and at
work by the unbending will of Captain Bligh and by his superb seamanship had been brought to port. 1

But even in ,that great moment
when the little boat approached the
shore there must be no haste, no
disorder, no violation of the traditions of good breeding and good
discipline. To the ·amazed crowd
that had gathered to watch the approach of the little boat with its
ragged and almost helpless occupants the captain addressed himself:
"I am Captain Bligh, of His Britannic Majesty's armed ship Bounty, and I request permission to land
for supplies and repairs."

* *

*
IN THE PREPARATION
OF
the picture equal care was taken to
insure accuracy down to the smallest detail. Costumes, equipment
and properties of every kind have
been reproduced faithfully, and
careful search of records has been
made in order to insure exactness.
Many of the scenes were filmed at
Tahiti, where practically the entire
population, numbering s eve r al
thousand, were used to create the
necessary realistic effects.

* *

ONE OF* THE NUMEROUS
questionnaires now being sent out
asks the recipient whether or not
he is in favor of legislation requiring automobiles to be equipped
with governors rendering them incapable of traveling more than 50
miles an hour. My guess is that
the answer will depend a good deal
on whether the recipient has a new
car or one of the vintage of about
1918.

* * STATES
*
THE UNITED
BUreau of Standards has it figured
out that the typical motor car will
run 19 miles on a gasoline at 10
miles an hour, 18 miles at 30 miles
an hour, 16 miles at 40 miles an
hour, and only 15 miles at 50 miles
an hour. The Detroit News has
figured this out concretely as follows:
* OUT
* *ON A JOURWE START
ney of 285 miles. If we travel at
10 miles an hour, we get 19 miles
to the gallon, and we do the trip
on 15 gallons. But if we travel at
50 miles an hour, we get only 15
miles to the gallon, and use 19 gallons.
So we go at 10 miles an hour and
save four gallons, or about 80
cents. We also consume 28.5 hours
making the trip, whereas, if we
travel at 50 miles an hour we take
only 5.7 hours.
In 28.5 hours we buy at least ,
three meals on the road and spend
a night in a hotel. That would
cost, all told, perhaps $4. In 5.T
hours we spend nothing for food.
So by going at 50 miles an hour
and spending 80 cents more for
gas, we save $3.20.
So what?.

THE DEATH OF FORMER DURNING THAT LONG FI
Governor Roger Allin, dt Park legislative session numerous bill
Rlver-t reduces to four the 11st of attacking the railroads were pr
surviving mem- pared by hangers-on, who the
bers of the :tirs~ took steps to have managers in
North D a k o ta formed of the danger of the pas
state senate In sage C?f web measures. For a con
tbe belief of Hon. sideratton such measures could b
J. E. Stevens, withheld altogether or smothere
who was a mem- in committee. It does not appe
ber of that body. that these blackmailers reape
Mr. . Stevens be- any _rich harvest, but they wer
lievea that the successful in gathering a · llttl
only otluar three loose change-enough to pay board
members of that and buy · drinks.
.
first senate now
* * *
living are H. R. IT VfAS DURING THAT LE
Hartman, J • H. lslative session that the Louisian
Wors~, now liv- lottery .case came to a head. The
ing 1n Montana, lottery company, about to be · exw. P. Ojavles and C. B. Little pelled from Louisiana, sought a
of Bismarck. Other members of new location, an)d glittering otf~rs
lhe tirst state senate were Judson were made for a N o:rth Dakot
LaMoure, .A. F. Appleton, James tanchise. Whlle most ot the
H. Bell, M. L. McCormack, Geo. ·.promises made had ·s trings attachB. Winship, W. H. Robinson, John ed, the understandi~g was that the
E.· Haggart, H. J. Rowe, Andrew company should pay the state debt,
Slatten, Andrew Helgedon, ~ndrew amounting to · about $200,000, should
Sandager, Samuel A. Fisher, J. O. pay a substantial tax on ite rel Smith, D. S. Dodds, John McBride, ceipta, and should build P,alatial
R. I>. Cowan, :m. L. Yeager, W. E. quarters in whatever city it shou1d
Swanston, I'. G. Barlow, Balley select as its home. All the cities
FuUer, B. S. Delsem, M. E. Ran- in the state nibbled at th$.t latter
dall, Anton Swensrud, E. :a. Bel- bait. There was a substantial mayea, Gea e Harmon and N. C, jorlty in both houses in favor .of
Lawren"9..
granting a franchise, but Governor
*
Mlller promised to veto the bill if
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF it passed, and enough senators
which that senate was one branch agreed to support the veto to make
held an unusually long session, it effective. In the face of these
convening November 19, 1889, ·a nd conditions the matter was not
adjourning March 18, 1900. The pressed to a final test.
reason for the fall meeting was
* * *
that the state had just been creat- A
CORRESPONDENT WHO
ed and It was necessary to pr.o.
ceetl at once with the work of or- describes himself as a North Dakoganlzfng· its ,evaral departm.ents tan, but whose present address is
and adjustment of accounts with at a street numQer in Los Angeles,
South Dakota. John Miller, the ~:tes:
first governo;r, served only a Ilttle
If you . come to Lo• Angeles it
over one year as he declined to be is safest to leave your c~ at home.
a candidate for r~election In the If you make a mistake in driving
regular election year 1900
here they may send you to jail for
* * ·
fifteen days or more.' I suspect
MUCH IS HEARD IN THESE that the ~.orrespondent has "madt!
days of political and other recken a mistake in driving his car.
eerlng, but such practices were by
* * *
no means unknown in the good old THE
LARGEST
TOURIST
days. In that early period the rail- camp in the United States ia said
roads, being about the· only large to be at Sarasota, Florida, where
corpor1;1,ttons having interests in more th~ 2,000 tourists are campthe state, were considered fair ed on 31 acres of ground. And It
game by persons who , wished to ls estimated that this summer half
acquire . reputations as friends ot a million persons will be living 1n
the people or to line their pockets house-cars and trailers, going hlthwlth the proceeds of a shakMown. er and yon, "seeing. the ·c ountry."

* *

*

IN VIEW OF THE PROSPECRECENTLY A FRIEND SENT {
tive wrecking of the old Central
school building Clarence Sheppard me a paragraph clipped from the
has been check- Paris Temps, one of the largest
ing over as best French dailies,, which interested
he can the names me because while I know no
of those who at.. French beyond an ci~casional word,
tende~ s c h o o 1 the article referred quite clearly
the Turtle
with him in that to the Peace· garden
historic building, mountains. Wishing to know just
more years ago what the French paper had, to say
than
Clarenc·e ab~t a·. project whose real significance· and importanceare -not ~
cares to count.
After conference fully appreciated in this country, I
with others of his submitted the par~graph to a student" in French at the U. N. D., ·~
family he ha~
prepared the fol- who has supplied the fallowing
translation, which, I am informed,
lowing list, which
is the best that follows the text quite literally:
he can do, but
* WORLD,
W. P. Davies
w hi c h he be"THERE *
IS IN THE.
a happy border; it is that which exlieves ts not yet complete:
tends 4,500
ilometers into the
*
* *
United
States
and
Canada. For 120
PARKER, lr.LO, MAUDE AND
years
it
has
covered
the traffic · of
Frank; Mix, Minnie and Emmett;
the two cotm tries, and not a miliFrank, Gerty; Opsahl, Henry;
tary incident has taken place. To
,Freeman, Nellie; Bosard, Bob, Flo
commemorate this exceptional fact
and Dafne; Ruth, Arthur and
Agnes; Byrne, Lulu and Matt; Car- there has been made to the north
of the Great Lakes on American
ver, Eddie; Eddie, Nie and Billie;
and Canadian territory a "park of
Florence, Winnie; Collins, Albert;
peace''· in the· form of a circle, symDinnie, Art, Lulu and Winnie; Fox,
bol
of the ring of friendship. Two
Harry and Minnie; Aker, Laura,
roads, ''the road to the United
Lizzie and Ducky; Listoe, Emelie
and Mary; Fullmore, Hudson; States,'' and "the road of the CanHutton, Charlie and Lizzie; Ru- adian -provinces" cross the park to .,
pert, Geneva; Elton, Harold and the north and south and at the exTheodore; Cummings, Charlie; Up- tremities of each waves the colors
son,
Max;
McCormac, Mollie; of these two countries. Two other
O'Omulchay, Bridgy and Willie; roads · cross toward the east and
Oilbreath, Bill and Zena; Buck, 1 toward the west. At the - end of
Emil; Becker, Mammie; Osborn, I each are t~wers, one Canadian and
Jennie; Iddings, Grace and How- one American. · The building of this
ard; Smith, Maude and . Harvey; park, started several years. ago, is
Elliot, Eva; Fredericke:, Edith and c~mpleted,. and it is under quesBen; Rae, Harry; Stone, Paul and tion to bmld a similar one at the
Fanny; Ephraim, Sylvia; McCellan, border of Mexico.''
Effie; Pyer, Mammie; · Adams,
Frank, Willard· and Maude; DugSOME OF *THE STATEMENTS
gan, Fred; Griggs, Jay and Clif- made are not quite a:ccurate as
ford; Cutts, Russell; Minn organ, for instance, the description
th;
Rm~sell; Bateman,. Charlie, Stan- park as a circle. In fact it is a
ley and Flo; McMaster, Fred and square, with a large circl~ in the
Nellie; Seymore, Bert and Minnie;
center. Such inaccuracies are unGotzian, Josie.; Prouty, Macey
important. The interesting fact is
Green, Bob, Jim, Alice, Mary an
that this international park or
Mona;. Reid, Jim; Sage, Maude;
garden, conceived in friendship
Whitman, Dora; Walker, Harry;
and dedicated to the cause of
Green, Eddie and Dollie; Reilly,
peace, is deemed of sufficient imFrank and Jean; Turner, Jack and
portance in , a great European
Jim; Han. arhan, Bill and Sally; . Fo.country, where a language differJoe and Marie; Buck, John,
ent from ours is spoken, to warI•bert,
Grace and Carrie; Ballard, Jennie
z:an t attention by a great metropoand Lill; Bjornstad, Ida and
htan newspaper.
Henry.
*
FOLLOWING CLOSELY UPON
*
*
*
the. account of the · meadow lark
SOME OF THE · PERSONS
which is wintering on a farm in
named are still residents of Grand
Forks. Some have moved else- Loretta township, I have a report
that a robin is spending the winwhere, but still maintain contact
ter at or near the J. M. Gillette
with old Grand Forks friends. The
whereabouts of several are un- 1 ·home on Fourth avenue. · The bird
known.
' appears for food almost every day,

in

*

* * .

of

* *

but where it finds shelter no one
knows.
As there are numerous
large trees in the vicinity , it has
probably found a safe place in
some hollow tree. In the summer
our robins lord it over most other
birds that are found around our
homes, and the sparrows, especial·
ly, are required to keep their dis•
tance when a robin is around. This
winter robin, however, ·evidently
feels at a disadvantage in the absence of others of its species, for
it never approaches the feed shelf
if sparrows are around.

TO ME ONE OF THE ATTRAC- and withdrew too much moisture
tive things about a meeting of the from the soil.
Therefore the
North Dakota Press association is hedges we~e continued as .a means
the opportunity which it affords of protection from the wmds and
. me for a visit thus conserving moisture.
with
my
ol~
* ·*
friend
Tostev.in,
THE~RE
ARE
NO
LARGE
publisher of th e herds on the island. Every family
Mandan ' Pioneer. has a cow or two, and a few have
Wherever he goes as many as 16, which is about the
Tostevin picks up limit · that can be cared for by the
bits . of interest- members of the family, and a ~ow
ing information is treated like a lady and . a calf
which he exam- like a child. Although pastures are
ines with keen surrounded by . hedges, cattle are
inlelligence a n d not turned loose in them.
Each
treats with gen- animal is picketed so that its grazial humor. In his ing space is restricted, and the
own paper he has tethers must be shifted frequently.
told of his visit
~
*
last summer to
THE
CHANN~~
ISLANDS,
the
island
of though under British dominion,
·
f his ances- are much nearer the coast of
Guernsey, the home ~
·France than that of England and
· conversation
he in cana the language usually spoken ' is a
t ors, b u t m
. .

*

*

amplify th<?se des::~P\~:! all the dialect to which both English and
manner which ma
Norman-French have contributed.
more interesting.
Most of the Guernsey people are
*
of seafaring ancestry, and .many of
GUERNSEY, SECOND IN SIZE them still respond to the call of the
of the famous Channel islands, t:he sea.
others being Jersey, Alderney and
*
Sark, has become known to the
MR.
TOSTEVIN'S
FATHER
world as the home of a famous was' one of several brothers · who
strain of dairy cattle. The breed- determined to emigrate, and who
ing of .Guernsey cattle ~r?ught drew lots to decide whether they
large fortunes to those originally should 'choose Australia or Amerengaged in that industry, and, ica. Australia won, and there two
while those fine anima~s no longer of the brothers went, to become
bring the prices once p~evalent, afflunet following the Australian
· $2,000 t~ $3,000 each, th~ mdu~try gold discoveries.
Mr. Tostevin's
is still remunerative with prices father was not satisfied .with the
ranging about $250 a head.
decision of the oracle and came
>le
*
to America, settling in' Wisconsin,
WITH AN AREA OF ABO~T where Mr. ·T ostevin was born.
25 sqµare .miles Guernsey has a
* * *
population of 40,000. A large proSURROUNDED AS THEY ARE
portion of these live in the . capital by the sea, the islanders live quiet,
and two or three other · towns, peaceful . lives, being little concernwhile the rest of the island, re- ed with what is going on in the
markable for its .fertility, are en- world at large. They are an ear'"'.
gaged in dairying ~nd other nest, devout people, who spend
branches of intensified agriculture. many of their evenings happily
Grames and · tomatoes are grown singing hymns to the .accompani.on a · large scale, and ev.e ry .f arm ment of the parlor organ. Mr.
family has its small · herd of fine Tostevin, who is himself a lover
dairy cattle.
of music and a capable player,
*
played the o·rgan in the old stone
IN A COUNTRY SO SMALL church ' in. which his ·. father and
and so , densely inhabited land , val- mother were married . .
ues reach almost fabulous figures,.
*
good farm land being worth about
THAT 'CHURCH DATES BACK
$2,000 per acre. Almost invariably at least to ,the 12th century, and
hedges are used instead o~ fences, services are still held in it · regularand as a · hedge is 3 to 4 feet wide ly. The interior has undergone
and the fields are small, each oc- some changes, but the walls . and
cupies considerable valuable land. tow.e r· are still intact. Just inside
Mr. ·Tostevin · spoke of. this to rela- the building, flanking the entrance,
tives·,whom he visited and ·express- Mr. Tostevin noticed a number of
ed wonder that wire fences were low benches, and he inquir~d connot used in order to . leave more cerning their · use. He w s told
land available for , cultivation. He that a distant period the poor · of
was told. that in some inst.ances the parish sat on those benches
this had been tried, but the results and received alms from their more
were not satisfactory. The chan- well-to-do
neighbors
as
they
nel winds, which sometimes blow passed on to the regular pews . .
with great force, swept through the That custom has long been outopen fences and across the fields grown.

.

* *

* *

*

* *

* *.

SINCE THE SNOWFALL OF and when the first train arrived
Saturday night and Sunday morn- mail clerks were kept working day
·
and night to dispose of the stacks
ing things around town have as- of accumulated mail. A Northsumed an appearance familiar t<> ern Pacific train was held up at
the oldest inhabi-1! Fertile for a week, and to add to ~
tant, who may the complications, a heater in the
have come to the sleeping car exploded and set fire
conclusion t h a t to the car. After the storm the
snowdrifts w 'e r e first rotary snow plow ever seen
things· of
the in Grand Forks arrived over the
p a s t. Really, Northern Pacific, and the Herald
what we see now gave a somewhat detailed descripare not drifts, but tion of this novel device for snow
piles
of
snow removal. Until that time snow was
built by industri... removed only by shoveling or
ous shovelers. It "bucking." In the latter process
takes
wind to an engine got behind an old-type
make
a
real plow and charged at the drift full
snowdrift, and in tilt. On one occasion thirteen lothe absence of 1 comotives were disabled in that
strong wind dur- process between Jamestown and
ing the snowfall Bismarck.
we escaped what might have been
* * *
a record blizzard. The snow was
THE STORM MADE TOUGH
of just the , right quality for that going for theatrical companies By
purpose. However, the possibility dint of great exertions on the part
still exists. - With all that loose of the Great Northern · people the
snow on the ground a good wind "Silver Slipper" company got to
would make even the oldest ·inhabi- Grand Forks in time to fill its entant sit up and take notice.
gagement. Another company bill* * *
ed for Fargo and Crookston had a
SUNDAY, WHICH WOUND UP different experience, apparently
the snowfall, was the 48th anniver- not related· to the storm. Manager
sary of what has often been de- Crenshaw of· a Fargo theatre, had
scribed as the worst storm in the a dispute with the management of
history of the United States. the Richard Foote Comedy comWhether or not the storm of Jan- pany over the failure of Actor
uary 12, 1888, was· actually the Foote to appear at a matinee. He
worst in Americall: history, it was got out papers attaching the show,
unusual, both in its severity and but ·before the papers were ready
in the area which it' covered. Hun- the show had gone. He followed
dreds of lives were lost .in it, and the company to Crookston. While
innumerable cattle died from ex- he was seated in a Crookston hotel
posure to its fury.
Miss Eva Fenton, leading lady of
* *
'the· comedy .company, who alleged
DAKOTA TERRITORY HAD that Crenshaw had made deroganot yet been divided into two tory remarks concerning her, apstates, and eastern papers carried peared on the scene with a rawstories of appalllng loss of life in hide whip which she applied vigor"Dakota."
Several days after the ously to the person of Mr. Crenstorm the Herald carried an edi- shaw, who took his lashing quietly,
torial indignantly, denying those re- pursuant to warnings from the othports, which it insisted were al- er Thespians who had assembled
most imaginary. The Herald had to see fair play.
reports of only four storm fa tali,* *
ties in North Dakota, ·two in the
A BARTENDER IN A GRAND
Minot area and ·two elsewhere
Forks hotel was charged with sell*
ing whisky to a patron, contrary
THE GREAT STORM EXTEND- to the local option law of that day
ed -.II the way to the Gulf, and it and age. The customer swore that
was felt severely in states farth.e r what he _h ad been served was whissouth which were unaccustomed to ky. Another patron swore that he
such weather. Thousands of cattle had been served from the same
died from its effects in Texas. In bottle and that the stuff was birch
South Dakota a cattle train was beer. The whisky theory seems to
stalled in drifts and all the cattle have been the one accepted, but
perished. At one point the Colora- the defend~nt was discharged on
do river was frozen over and peo- the ground that . his act was perple crossed it on four inches of ice, formed with the knowledge and apthe first time in history.
proval of his employer, therefore
*
he could not be held responsible. ,
GRAND FORKS WAS WITH- As there was no charge against the
out train service for nearly a week, employer the slate was wiped clean.
,---~--~------~-..,.,...,,.-

*

*

* *

* *

OVER IN CALIFORNIA THEY sat in the middle and pedaled the
are ta.king drastic measures to funny looking vehicle.
weed out from the relief rolls per* * *
who are not enti led to re''HE SAID HE WAS GOING TO
ceive relief. In ride it to the World's Fair in ChiL o s A n g e 1 e s cago, .a nd some of the smarties in
steps were taken· the c.i ty said it could not be done.
at the beginning One was so bold as to off er to bet
of the month to Austin $250 that he could not make
stop
relief
to the trip to Chicago and back on
10,156 families his go-cart, and Austin promptly
whose wage- took him up. Both went down to
earners had re- the First National bank, which
fused WPA work was then operated by S .. S. Titus
w'i t hout justifi- and J. Walker Smith, · and put up
able reasons. At the money.
· the same time it
.
* *
w as announced "THE DAY CAME FOR THE
that 4719 persons start, and all of. the population of
had
been
dis- the city who could do so assembled
missed from to see John depart. The machine
W. P. Davies.
work
projects had just got. under way when there
for unsatisfactory performance of was a cry 'Look out for the runtheir duties. The authorities over away!' and down the street came· a
there are apparently adopting the runaway team attached to a heavy
old-fashioned idea that those who farm wagon, weaving from side to
receive food and clothing and shel- side; as runaways usually did. John
ter from the taxpayers· must work abandoned his machine not a mofor _what they get, if there is work ment too soon, as the wagon hit
to be had, and that work means the tricycle and left it flat as a
something more than just cheeking pancake, lying in the street.
in and checking out.
* * *

*

*

* OFTEN BEEN
MENTION* HAS
made in this column of "Professor" J. H.' Austin, who operated a
barbel" shop in Grand Forks in the
early days, made and lost several
fortunes in promoting a. dandruff
cure, and suicided ·a year or two
ago at Los Angeles. Fred Redick,
who owns a f1lling station in a Los
Angeles suburb and keeps close
track or former Grand Forks people in that part of the country,
sends the following account of an
incident in which • Austin :figured,
and which I think will be as new
to most readers as it was to me:

* * *

''I STAND IN MY LITTLE GAS
station," :writes Fred, "on Ventura
boulevard, 12 miles west ot the
wicked (some say) city ot Holly'"'.
wood. Before me is a book, "City
of Grand Forks-Illustrated,'' published by W. L. Dudley in 1897.
The picture before me is of Prof.
• John H. Austin, who ran the swell
ba.rber shop in the old Hotel Da.· cotah, showing a handsome man
with a real moustache, a tiny curl
at each end.

* * *

''JOHN , WAS, AS I REMEMber him~ a 'ladies' man,' but that
has nothing to do ·with the story
concerning · a contraption which he
built in 1893. It was a vehicle with
three wheels, lfitnilar to a tricycle,
but with wheels all the $ame size.
The front, or single wheel, had the
steering rod'· attached,. and John

* NOT
* ,*MAKE THE
ciJOHN DID
trip to Chicago, ~t least on the
three wheels. This did not end the
incident, however, ae the man who
had made the bet with him claimed the stakes, insisting that as
Austin .had not make the trip as
specified, he, the complainant, was
entitled to the $500 on deposit in
the bank. Austin held that he
should not be held responsible for
an unavoidable accident of that
kind.

* *' *

"IT WAS AGREED TO LEAVE
the matter to Banker Titus, a.nd
his decision was that ·1nagmuch as
John did not get out of the city
on his machine all bets must be
called off. Thus ended the adventure, and each man got his money
back, but John never rode his
three wheels to the World's fair.

*

*

*

''AFTER YEARS OF WORR:,
with varying fortune, in which he
operated in Chicago, Seattle, Los
Ange1es and many other cities,
Austin had accumulated about
$70,000. He determined to increase
this to $100,000 and then ·quit. In
an attempt to expand his bu~iness
he; plunged heavily, but the depression struck him hard. He was
over 70 years of age, and with
most of his money gone arid no
prospect of getting it back, he
jum.ped from the famous "suicide"
bridge at Pasadena, the 58th who
had taken that~ plunge.''

I

I'

IN A NEW YEAR'S LETTER
to Fred E. Goodman, J. P. Hardy,
for many years a resident of Fargo, sends greetings from Devons h i r e, . England,
to old friends in
Grand Forks. Mr.
Hardy was long
engaged in the
commercial printing ·business in
Fargo as a member of the· firm
of Walker Bros.
and · Hardy, and
later he served
as postmaster of
Fargo. He became a member
of the staff of
the Red Cross,
W. P. Davies. and it was in
that capacity that he paid the last
of many visits to Grand Forks. Of
English birth, he returned several
years ago to his native Devonshire
to spend his declining years with
relatives.

*

* *

THOUGH STILL PARTIALLY
disabled by the effects of a stroke
which occurred last fall, Mr. Hardy writes cheerfully, and with
much of his old whimsicality. In
an earlier letter to Mr. Goodman,
with whom he has maintained
occasional correspondence since he
I 1eft the United States, Mr. Hardy
wrote of a receipt of a set of illuminated resolutions signed by 19
heads of departments of the American Red Cross at st. Louis, with
the comment "My all too brief association with that splendid organization, coupled with the wonderful friendships acquired therein,
was a delightful close to my American life "

·*

*

*

IN STILL ANOTHER LETTER
occurs this paragraph:
"I am often asked how I liked
America a~d Americans by people
who, k~o:vmg the country from a
hasty v1s1t to New York, and,. perhaps, Boston, expect me to give a
sort of negative answer. But I al, ways tell t?em that they do not
know America, not having been in
the northwest, where the real people are, I find a wonderful amount
of pr~judice here. The moving ~icture 1s the source of information
for the majority, and you can hardlf wonder at the warped conceptions they acquire.

*· * *

ABOUT THE TIME GRAND
Forks people were packing the
·theater to see "Mutiny on the
Bounty," King George and Queen
Mary were enjoying the same play.
Like their son, the Prince of
Wales, they are inveterate movie
fans, and in two weeks they witnessed 19 screen plays, 7 American
and 12 British. It is not quite correct to say that their majesties go
to the movies, as the movies are
brought to them. The apparatus
1used by them is transportable, so
[that they can see the latest films

at any time, wnerever they happen to be in residence. They make
their own selections from lists regularly sent them by producers.

* :, *

BECAUSE SHE WAS ABLE TO
find real news in the daily incidents of a little community in the
Missouri Ozarks, and to present It
in such a manner that those who
read it wished for more, Mrs. Elizabeth Mahnkey, of Oasis, Missouri, has stepped from the position of local correspondent of a little weekly paper with a circulation
of 752 to that of staff member and
columnist of the Country Home, a
magazine with a circulation of 1,500,000, chiefly in the rural field.

* *

*

WITHOUT NEWSPAPER EXperience other than that gained in
recording the incidents, o f t e n
seemingly trivial, which occurred
among her country neighbors, Mrs.
Mahnkey participated in a contest
sponsored by the Country Home,
and was adjudged the winner. Her
keen insight and kindly humor so
impressed the editor of the magazine that he arranged to make her
colum~ a regular feature of his
magazine. Here are two paragraphs which may se,rve as samples of Mrs. Mahnkey s work:
"
* *· *
A _MOST SPONTANEOUS EXpression of the honesty of childhood ~ame under my personal observation last week. Our little sixyear-old. granddaughter had _run a
long splinter under her toenail. Her
daddy ~nd he: grandfather and. I
were d~plomabcally endeavoring to
effect its remova~. So her grandfather told her if she would .be
brave and not cry, he would give
her a nickel. She clutched the
nickel in her little brown hand,
while her daddy worked swiftly
and delicately with a sharp-bladed
knife but when the real painful
part ~as reaclied she cried "Here
grandpa, take this!" handi~g him
the nickel, while she ·gave voice to
an agonized howl!

* * *

"A FRIEND WHO HAS A
very popular camp on White River, was telling me a little story of
one party that came every summer
and of a woman with them wh~
was a mighty huntress. While the
others fished, she tramped the
wooded hills and hollows, and never failed to bring in a bag of rabbits or squirrels. The game warden
stopped one day and visited with
my friend. She chanced to talk of
this woman and said, she is the
rabbit-killingest woman that was
ever here. The game warden said
dryly, yes, I see her picking a rabbit now. Judge the consternation
when the guest was seen happily
plucking an illegally killed quail
by the side of her cabin. But our
warden ts wise and tolerant and
drove on. Not so with a case in
Barry county, where one farmer
was fined for rearing some little
motherless coons, which otherwise
would have perifW.ed."

WHILE IT ts NOT UNDER- of one of the big banks, and the \
h t th Ontario government little village bank is backed by all
8 t ood t a
e
the assets of the parent company.
took over the guardian9 hip of the One of the developments of that
quintuplets as
means of system, which is also the British
raising revenue system, is to make banking a profor the province, fession, to be entered in youth
the five infants with the · proepect of a lifetime
have been decid- spent in that service.
edly helpful in
* * *
replenishing the AT HAMILTON, ONTARIO, REprovincial reve- cently, a dinner was tendered J. P.
nues. During the Bell, after many years of service
months of June, on his retirement from the posiJ'uly, August and tion of manager-in-chief of the
September, 1931>, Bank of Commerce. In responding
95,076
automo- to a toast Mr. Bell gave an outline
biles stopped in of his experience, which illustrates
front of the Di- the various stages through which
on n e hospital, the Canadian banker is expected to
and, estimating pass. Mr. Bell started hli, banking
four persons to a career as a boy of 16 at $100 a
w. p, navies. car, 380,304 per- year and board, and was assigned
sons spent a few minutes looking to a position in a branch bank in
at the babies. ·
Georgetown. After two years be
* * *
was transferred to Hamilton, and
IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 71> from there by turns to Berlin, now
per cent of these cars were from Kitchener, Brantford, back to Berthe United States, and u the near- lin as manager, and a number of
est entrance into Canada is some other towns untll he was given an
300 miles away, the compiler of the important executive position· and
figures reaches the. conclusion that ultimately. became head of the inon their journeys back and forth stttutton. In such an experience
the American cars burned 1,238,450 there must be a lot of valuable
gallons of gMollne. As the provin- training.
cia.I tax is 6 cents, thi!!I would yield
*
*
the highway fund $74,307. If the
IN SPITE OF THE VIOLENT
Canadian cars were rel!lpotulible for oppoi,itlon in some quarters to unianother $25,000 the gasoline tax versal finger-printing, the recordalone would yield a round $100,000. ing of fingerprints is gaining
On the aesumption that tourists ground. Aside from the recording
spend on an average $2.ISO per day of fingerprints by police authori. per person, w:htch they do, accord- ties, which has become almost uniing to my experience, that would versa!, prints are now recorded by
mean something over $850,000 dis- banks and other business institutributed among hotels, restaurants tions by the thousands. The Bowand other caterers to tourists. ery Savings bank. in New York,
Thus In one we.y and another there for inirtance, records the impresseems to be about a milUon dolla.rs sion of the fingertips of every deof expenditure credited up to the positor. Some banks require a
quinti, In four summer months.
fingerprint before admiting a per*
son to the safe deposit vaults. This
THE ESTIMATE OF TOUR- is Intended to fru1trate not only
1st expenditure to be credited up to the robber, but the crook who
the infants is probably somewhat wishes to use bis deposit box aa a
high. Many of the American tour- biding place for "hot" money or
ists who visited Callander would other loot. The assumption of a
have been touring in Canada If fali,e name will be of little service
there had been no quintuplets, to a. man whose fingerprints are
and if many of the Canadians had recorded,
not driven to Callander they would
*
*
have driven somewhere
else.
FINGERPRINTS ARE NOW
Nevertheless, thousand& of persons often used for the authentication
did drive hundreds of miles out of of wills. A will bearing the fingertheir way to atee the little family, prints of the testator and wltneaand when all necessary allowancea sea cannot be forged succeslfully
are made it ls clea.r that the babies if the prints are in file in Wa1hwere responsible for considerable ington. Thousands of people today
revenue both to the province and are registering their fingerprints
to private busineSB concerns~
at Washington. Those wishing to
* *
build up the Civil Identification
WHILE CANADA HAS NO NA- File in Washington should write to
tlonal bank, Canadian bank1 are the Department of Justice at
organized on a nation-wide scale. Washington for a "personal IdenEach of the banks has its central tiftcatlon" card, flll it out with the
offices and branches distributed help of some local official and rethroughout the country. Even a turn it to Washington. The govsmall village may have a branch ernment will do the rest.

*

* *

*

*

ON JANUARY 5 THE HERALD the telephone was invented at his
publh1hed an ,article by Win V. tather's home on Tuteia Heights in
l Working quoting reminiscences of 1874)t the first +nnr: was over a
Fred L. Goodman concerning the telegraph wire between Brantford
, building of a farm-to-farm tele- and Mount Pleasant. Bell related
phone line on the that he went out to the village,
Grandin farms in while his uncle was to speak from
the Red river Brantford. He remembered sitting
valley in 1877. at Mount Pleasant with an ear to
This must have a receiver and his watch , in hand
been one of the waiting for the fateful moment.
earliest teleprone Suddenly he heard a preliminary
lines ever built, cough and the wordst "To be or
as the telephone not to be."
first was brought
*
to public atten- "IN HIS SPEECH AT THE
tion at the Cen- unveiling, Mr. Bell also ,related the
tennial in Phila- incident of the tacking on fences
delphia in 1876. I of stove pipe wire from Tutela
recalled a line Heights to the carrier of the Mount
built from the Pleasant Road where ·a. wire could
elder Bell's home be reached for Brantford.
W. .r. Davies
n e a r B ran tf or d
* *
while young, Alexander Graham
"AND IT WORKED. WE
Bell wa~ developing the new in- heard music and singing on my
vention, and I wondered if the' father's porch by quite a. large
North Dakota line could have an- number of the citizens of Bra.nttedated that built under the super- ford, and that was the first public
vision of the inventor himself.
exhibition of the possibilities of
* * *
speaking from a distance by teleI FORWARDED THE HERALD phone.
article to the Brantford E~positor
*
*
and. asked for ~ny informat~on
"SO SAID BELL AT THE MON..
available co~cerni~g tbe buUdmg ument dedication, and these hapof the Bell lme which I always un- penings were prior to the Brant•
dersto?d connected th~ Bell .home- ford-Pads test of 1876.''
stead in the country with the hon'le
of Professor D. C. Bell, the invent*
*·
.
or's uncle, in Brantford. The sub- I MAY BE IN ERROR IN MY
ject interested F. Douglas Reville, statement ,that the original line
who conducts a daily column in I connected the two Bell homes, as . I
The Expositor, and whose column had no personal knowledge of the
in a recent issue of the paper was terminus in the city, but reference
devoted to the · early history of the was always made ·to the line . as
telephone. l quote some para-- one which connected the homes of
graphs as follows:
the two elderly brothers. I sug~est
* * *
the poseibilfty that the line may
"THERE IS NO LOCAL REC- have been first run to the teleord of a line between the two Bell graph office and later extended to
homes; only one to the old Great the D. C. Bell home, which was but
Northwestern Telgeraph Company a few blocks away. The line was a
when the Brantford branch of that regular pole-and-wire line, with
concern was located· on the north ~ith rather short and slim poles,
side of Colborne street. Walter H. and, as I · recall it, a. single ·wire. On
Griffin was local manager when a visit to the old to~n in 1901, sevthe firm long distance telephone eral years after the Bells had mov, call in the world took place be- ed away, I watched workmen re. tween Brantford and Paris.
moving what was left of the old
* *
poles.
''THE TRANSMITTING INJk .
strument wa1 in Brantford, the re- WALTER GRIFFIN MENTIONceiving instrument in Paris and ed as having a,sisted in the early
the batteries used were in Toronto. telephone work, came to Dakota.
Mr. Griffin was present when the territory and entered railway
memorial to Bell and his invention work. In the ;middle or late eightwas unveiled' lier~ on October 24, ies I recognized him crossing the
1917, and the great · inventor, dur- railway tracks at Crookston to
Ing his speech, paid tribute to the board the private car of Captain
part wnich :M;r. Griffin had played Jenks, then divisJon ijUperintend...
in the experiment.
ent of the Great Northern. Griffin
* *had become chief. ,cleJ;k to Super... ·
"IN TH;E EARLY EXPERI... intendant Jenks, and he held that
ments b re (Bell is· on record that position for some years.

* *

*

*

*

*

*

* *

JOHN HESKETH REMARKS Though to walk near its crest
thaw" has been
· was so pleasant;
thi "J n a
that
s
a u ry
. But over its terrible edge there bad
about the slightest that he c.an reslipped
member. The January thaw is A duke and full many a peasant;
proverbial, a n d So the people said something
no win t e r is
would have to be done
q u it e complete
But their projects did not at all
without one. But
talley.
when the temper- Some said, "Put a fer re around the
ature night after
edge of the cliff;"
night drops into Some, "An ambulance down in
the low twenties,
the valley."
and even into the
thirties, and
when the ther- But the cry for the ambulance
mometer n eve r
carried the day,
ri~es above zero For it spread through the neighfor days at a
boring city;
time, one won- A fence may be useful or not, it is
d e r s if nature
true
W P D vi
has not slipped a
But e~ch heart became brimful
• • a es. cog and skipped
of pity
••
the January thaw altogether. There For those who slipped over the
is an old story of the man who
dangerous cliff;
wished that he might regulate the And the dwellers in highwaya
weather and was given the priviland valley
edge of doing so. He made just the Gave pounds or gave pence, not to
kind of weather that suited him,
put up a fence,
just warm enough and not too But an ambulance down in the
warm, with occasional showers to
valley,
keep things growing. And things
did grow, but when the time for "For the cliff is all right if you're
harvest approached there was litcareful," they said,
tle grain or fruit to harvest. The
"And if folks even slip and are
weather-maker had forgotten to
dropping,
provide wind, on which the polleni- It isn't the slipping that hurta
zation of plants so.greatly depends.
· them so much
*
As the shock down below-when
THIS COLD PERIOD HAS
they're stopping."
been marked by almost complete So day after day, as these mishaps
absence of wind. A few yea.rs ago,
occurred,
when a great drouth had parched Quick forth would these rescuers
the country through several sumsally,
mer months, a meteorologist attrib- To pick up the victims who fell
uted the lack of rain to lack of
off the cliff
wind. There had been none of the With their ambulance down in
customary storms in the Gulf, the
the valley.
Carribean and the south Atlantic,
nothing to bring inland the warm, Better guide well the young than
moist air, to be chilled by contact
reclaim them when old,
with the cold currents from the For the voice of true wisdom i•
north and to yield its stores of wacalling;
ter. Southern storms did occur la- "To rescue the fallen le good, but
ter, and the drouth was broken.
it's best
To prevent other people from
FOR DAYS DURING THE EXfalling."
tremely cold spell here the air was Better close up the source of
practically stationary. Light breetemptation and crime
zes from the north prevailed most Than deliver from dungeon or
of the time. Occasionally smoke
galley;
from the city's chimneys moved Better put a strong fence around
sluggishly from the south, and
the top of the cliff
then the movement would be re- Than an ambulance down in the
versed. Practically the air remainvalley.
ed where it was. Strong winter
winds are far from agreeable, but
THE ROBIN WHICH HAD
without them we are likely to been wintering in the ·woods back
have no "January thaw."
of Fourth and Reeves and which
has appeared often for food at the
AT A RECENT PANEL DIS- Gillette residence, seems to be surcussion of social subjects at the vlvlng the cold weather as it was
Belmont school there was read a seen only two or three days ago
poem which appealed to all pres- on the grounds of the Vold resient, and in response to numerous dence on Reeves. The earth is covresuests for its publication it is ered deep with snow, hence there
given below:
is neither shelter nor food availA PARABLE.
able for the little fellow near the
'Twa11 a dangerous cliff as they
ground, but in some way it has
freely confessed,
managed to survive.

* *

* * *

* * *

* * *

'THE KIND OF WEATHER
we have been having is not ·the
best in the world for automobile
but it does impress one
with an idea of
what has been
done in the way
of automobile des i g n and construction. T i m e
was, only a few
years ago, when
it was taken as
a matter of
course that the
car must be laid
up on the approach of co 1 d
weather. The car
owner who had a
heated gar a ·g e
could start out
and get somewhere. He might get
back if he took the precaution not
to stop. But if he permitted his car
to stand out of doors for an hour
on a moderately cold day, he was
. out of luck. If he just had to start
he might do so by pouring boiling
water over his carburetor or em. ploy some other familiar device
for heating things up. Otherwise,
he was stuck.

the British military authorities issued to each private a small book
containing planks for the making
of certain records. In order to in·
dicate the manner in which the
blanks should be used the book
contained a sample blank all filled out in regular form in which
the fictitious name "Thomas Atkins'' was used, as in other cases
the names "John Doe" or "Richard Roe" are often used. Immediately the British private became
"Tommy Atkins," and he has so
remained.

*

-.

*

KIPLING USED THE NAME
effectively in one of his ch_a racteristic poems on the indifference of
the British public to its soldiers in
peace and its appreciation of them
in time of war. The closing lines
of one stanza ran:
Oh, it's "Tommy this", and "Tommy that"
And "Tommy ·go away,"
But it's "Thank you, Mister
Atkins,"
When the band begins to play.''

*. * *

BRITAIN'S KING AND ONE
of her great poets and story tellers died within a few days of each
* * *
other: Whether Kipling excelled as
THE USE OF A CAR IN 30- a poet or as a teller of tales will
below weather has its drawbacks, probably always be a matter of
but there are now cars in daily use some doubt. Seldom has any writwhich are kept in cold garages and er struck such a high note as Kipwhich stand out of doors for hours , ling struck in "The Recessional,"
at a time, which never fail to re- written on the occasion of Queen
· spond instantly to pressure of the Victoria's ju bi 1 e e. The poem
foot on the starter button. Oil and breathes the spirit of reverence
gas are of better quality, and that and humility, but even in that
helps. But most of the improve- poem there is the spirit of imperment is in the car itself. And when ialism which · characterizes so
one recalls that today a comfort- much . oJ Kipling's verse. The huable, durable and manageable en- mility is that of the soul consciclosed car can be bought for less ous of its own greatness and cogmoney than one paid 20 years ago nizant of its responsibility because
for an open car affording no pro- of that greatness.
tection · from weather, tempera*
mental at all times, and of con- I
READ KIPLING'S "THE
firmed balkiness in winter, one is Light That Failed'' when that book
driven to the conclusion that after was first published. I have no
all there is progress in some direc- recollection of having read anytions.
thing of Kipling's before. I thought
*
it a powerful work, · but it had not
AN INQUIRY AS TO W~Y the fascination for me that "Kim"
the name "Tommy Atkins'' has had. In the latter work Kipling
been applied to the British private seemed to make the great panorasoldier suggests that the answer ma of India pulse with life. His
may be of inter~st to others than shorter stories, however, have
the inquirer. According to the only been more popular, and there will
explanation of the subject that I be a great re-reading of them now
have ever seen, many years ago that their author is gone.
f

*

*

;

.. ,
I

*

*

THOSE WHO LISTENED TO
the broadcast of the ceremonies
proclaiming the accession of ·Edward VIII as sovereign of the
British d o m i n ions heard the
new monarch described as "king
of {he
United
K in gd om
of
Great B r i t a i n
and Ireland and
the British domm10ns
beyond
the seas, defender of the faith,
emperor of India." The title
"defender of the
faith" dates back
to the only other British monarch known as the eighth of his
name, Henry VIII: It was during
Henry's reign that Luther's great
controversy with the pope occurred, !tnd questions of religious
faith and ecclestical authority were
debated in every capital. Henry,
known to modern school children
chiefly as the king who · married
six wives · and beheaded two of
them, was both statesman and
scholar. In his early years a
staunch defender of the pope, he
wrote a treatise disputing the contentions of Luther. The pope was
so greatly pleased with the treatise that he conferred on Henry
the title "defender of the faith. Later Henry seceded from the Roman church, but retained the title,
which has been transmitted to
each of his successors.

ON HIS · DEATHBED KING
George named a council of state,
to transact such business as might
be necessary during his illness.
That council consisted of the queen
and her four sons. Such councils
have been created on several occasions during the illness or in anticipation of the absence of the monarch. On each former occasion the
council has included one or more
members of the cabinet. The recent
council was the first to be made
up of members of the royal family alone.

* * *

THERE IS AN IMPORTANT
constitutional reason for this ap•
parently slight change. The British cabinet represents the parliament, which, . until 1930, has certain theoretical supervisory rights
over the outlying dol'l:linions. In the
great imperial family Great Brit•
ain occupied a superior position.
In 1930, by an act of parliament,
that position of superiority was
relinquished and official recogni•
tion was given to all the dominions
as of equal standing and independ•
ence with .the mother country. ·The
common sovereignty of the Brltish king was the only tie remain~
ing to unite the several parts ot
the empire. In these·. circumstances,
if the British cabinet had been
represented on the council, it
would have been necessary also to
have. each of the dominions simiIarly represented. Representation
was therefore confined to the royal family.

*

*
OF THE *
INNUMERABLE
AN* *
ecdotes now going the rounds conDURING THE RE I G N OF cerning ·British kings and princes,
Queen Victoria her· majesty assum- one of the best concerns a remark
ed the title "empress of India'' in made by the present king when he
addition to her other designations was a small boy while his greatand the ·heraldic authorities fore- grandmother Victoria, was stiil
saw complications if the title "de- living. The young prince was havferider of the faith" followed all the ing his portrait painted, and chatother designations, as had been the ting· with the artist he asked if
custom. India was Hindu,. Moslem, there would be kings and princes
Buddhist and a good many other in Heaven or if
would be equal.
things, and it has always been The artist replied that she supBritish policy not to interfere with posed that there all would · be
the religious faith of India's peo- equal. "That seems quite right,"
pie. It was decided, therefore, that said the young ·prince, "but I know
the title "empress of India'' should Great-Granny won't like it." If the
follow the designation "defender numerous descriptions of Victoria
of the faith." Thus the faith of In- are. correct, it is difficult . to imdia is left without defense, so far agine her "liking" the idea ot
as titles go.
. equality with anyone.

*

all

IN A MAGAZINE ARTICLE
William A. Brady tells of his experiences while laying the f oundation for his career as a show man.
Those experiences were many
and varied. At
one time he played "horse" for a
hypnotist. T h a t
was the t i t I e
g i v e n the boy
who traveled
w i t h the show
an d came forward from the
audience on the
hypnotist's c a 11
for v o I u n t e e r
subjects. Young
W.P.Davies
Brady went
through the usual stunts, but demurred when his
boss wanted him to be buried alive
and be kept alive with air breathed through a section of gas pipe.
The hypnotist thought Brady's attitude was perfectly unreasonable.
There followed a disagreement,
then a fight, and Brady was out
of a job.

* *

*
ONE OF THE THINGS
THAT
interested me in the story was the
hypnotist's name - Santanella. I
hadn't seen the name for years
but mention of it brought back t~
me a picture of the man, slender,
with wavy black hair and languerous dark eyes and an insinuating
voice, just the kind of man one
would pick out for a hypnotist.
Santanella performed a week, per
haps two weeks, at the Met alon
toward the turn of the century
and made The Herald editoria
room his camping ground most o
the time when he was not on duty

* * *

HE WAS AN INTERESTIN
fellow. He had. read all kinds o
odd books and had developed nu
merous odd theories which he was
always eager to expound at great
length. Most of his theorizing went
completely over my head but one
of his notions was at Ie~st interesting. It was that with rare exceptions the human mind cannot
think of a number greater than 3
as a compact unit. For instance he
~aid, you see one, two or three ~ersons at a certain spot, and your
mind grasps that number as one.
But it there ~e four, you instinctively think of them as two pairs.
If there are six you separate them
into threes, and so on. But 3, he insisted, is the limit. He would elaborate on that by the hour. Just try
it sometime.

* * •

EVERYONE \KNOWS THAT
the catfish was an important article of food for the early coiners
who settled alo9g the Red river.
And . a well cooked piece of catfish
is not to be despised, even though
the creatur~ does not represen
one's idea of beauty. But I thin
- that when we learn of the catfish
as a source of lubricating oil we
have struck something new. S. K .
Knutson, of Buxton, tells of this
use being made of catfish nearly
· 60 years ago.
I

* * *

DURING THE SUMMER OF
1877 Mr. Knutson, who had just

come from Iowa, worked for his
uncle, Ole Thompson, wqo lived
two miles north of Frog Pointnow Belmont-for $16 per month.
That fall Mr. Thompson bought a
horsepower threshing machine from
Pete N ocken, a machine man of
Fargo, and with it threshed his
own crop and the crops of several
neighbors. Oil for the machine,
writes Mr. Knutson, was obtained
from the fat of catfish caught in
the Red river.

* * *

ON JULY 11 OF THAT YEAR A
severe hailstorm swept over Walle
and Bentru townships in Grand
Forks county and cut the growing
grain down to the ground. The
plants started again from the
roots, and the short, second-growth
grain ripened, was harvested with
mower and rake, and yielded from
5 to 7¥.a bushels per acre, at least
enough for bread or seed for another year.

* *

*

*

,le

MR. THOMPSON MOVED HIS
threshing machine over into Grand
Forks county and threshed for the
distressed farmers, furnishing the
machine and three teams free, so
· the only expense to be borne by
the farmers whose grain was being
threshed was the wages of the two
machine men, Paul Larson and
Ole Gulson. The farmers whose
grain was thus threshed, says Mr.
Knutson, were Ole Dokken, Halvor
Brantrud, Gjert Gunderson, Halvor
Hanson, Ole Olson and Ole Lage. son. Ole Gulson, one of the machine men, is now living at Minot.
w

THE HORSE POWER OUTFI"r
had been supplanted by the steam
plant when I came to the state. I
recall one treadmill outfit, owned
by A. H. Brush, of Angus, Minn. It
operated a threshing machine of
small capacity. It could be run
with two or three horses, which
climbed the endless rolling platform which stood at a steep
angle. In actual practice three
horses were almost ·always used, as
if there were only two they would
crowd against each other and one
might be crowded off. With a third
horse in the middle there was a
·sense of ·s ecurity, and there was no
crowding.

* * *

BACK EAST THE FIRST
threshing machines within my
knowledge were operated by the
old-fashioned horsepower, which
might use eight horses, and I think
as many as 16 were used. A driver
with a long .w hip stood on a platform in the middle, cracked his
whip, and shouted "Giddap!'' How
I coveted that job! I thought I
would rather stand on that platform all day, and turn' round and
round, and crack that whip, and
boss all those horses, than be ringmaster in a circus, another job on
which I had my eye. The time
came when . I was big enough for
the horsepower job, but when my
legs ached from atanding up all
day, and my arm ached from
wielding the heavy whip, and my
throat ~ched from shouting ''Giddap," I decided that I would rather . be a circus ringmaster.

AMONG. THE ANCIENT DOCuments preserved by Mrs. Ernest
Collette are a number of records
of School district No. 68, N o-»thwood, where Mrs.
Collette's father,
Patrick J. Maddock, served for
many years as
an officer of the
district. The records run back. to
1883, ·when Mr.
Maddock was
school
director,
and through
many subsequent
ye·a rs while he
was district
clerk. One of the
documents is a
w. P. Davies quit claim deed
in which Aslak E. Houkam conveyed to the school <iistrict title to
an acre of land to be used as a
school site. The land was part of
the southwest quarter of Section
11, Township 149, Range 53. On
that land there was erected a
· school building 16 ·b y 24 feet, ceiled
· inside, with three shuttered win· dows and homemade board seats
and .desks. In one report the value
of schoolhouse, site and furniture,
was placed at $525.

*

* *

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WAS
bonded for $500, the bonds bearing 10 per cent interest. A report
by the treasurer, Andrew Offerdahl, gives the following satistics:
Balance on hand July 1, 1888,
$250.24; Received from school tax,
$125.00; Received from apportionment, $51.40; total receipts for the
year, $426.64.
Expenditures: Paid for furniture, $34.50; paid for apparatus,
fixtures, etc., $16.70; teacher'•
wages, $245.00; interest on bonds,
$50.00; expenses of school officer,
$21.00; total expenditures, $367.20.
Balance on hand at end of year
$59.44.
They hadn't much money In
those days, but they seem to have
kept the budget balanced.

*

* *

INTERES.T RA TE S WERE
high. The school bonds bore 10 per
cent. A mortgage · given by Mr.
Maddock and subsequently paid,
carried 8 per cent. A note to Luke,
Steele & Co. for a seeder carried
the moderate rate of 7 per cent,
but one given to J. P. Casselman
carried 12 per cent. All of these .
were paid and the canceled notes
are among the documents. The senior partner of Luke, Steele & Co.
was D. W. Luke. Later the firm became Luke and Barnes, and when
Mr. Luke retired John E. Nuss,
then an employe, became a partner
and .the firm became Barnes and
Nuss. The firm was dissolved several years ago. Mr. Barnes died
quite recently and Mr. Nuss is
conducting his own business in
Grand Forks.

SEVER AL NAMES, ONCE
familiar, occur on the several doc?lments. Thomas Walsh was register of deeds and E. C. Elwood deputy. Mr. Elwood later became register. During a part of the period
covered C. A. Burton was .c ounty
superintendent of schools. The legal firm which supervised the is* *
suance of the quiet claim deed was
FROM THE RECORDS AS SET
Hamiltol.i., LaVayea and Joy.
down one may conclude that the
management of a country school
CONTRACTS WITH SEVER.AL in pioneer days was pretty small
teachers are among the documents. business. In dollars and cents it
The teachers listed are Annie Sul- did not figure very large. Often
livan, Horace Deitz, Annie M. Bray, there were but a dozen pupils in
Almira Maddick, Martha L. Den- attendance at a country school.
ny, Gertrude Deitz, Susie A. Fels- The terms were apt to be short
tel, and Frank Everett. Teachers' and attendance irregular because
salaries varied slightly, but the us- of weather conditions and pressure
ual figure seems to have been of farm work. Courses of study
about $30 a month. Janitor work were anything but elaborate. Yet
was included in the teacher's con- those schools turned out some of
tract, and there was a proviso that the most substantial and progresschool should be suspended during sive citizens of our state, and those
stormy weather or unusually wet responsible for their maintenance
roads, the time thus lost to be had real vision and the qualities of
made up at the end of the term.
true patriots.

*

I

* * *

I HAVE JUST ENJOYED A ley expedition. So quickly are early
call from Dana Wright, United events forgotten.
States customs officer at SL John,
whom I had never met before, but
whose name ls
familiar to most
of t h o s e who
have been Interested in the earlt
history of the
state. He finds
e ~ j ? Y m. e n t in
diggmg mto ?ld
records, talkmg
with those who
partlcip at e d in
the making of
pioneer hist?ry,
and Pre servmg,
w h e r e thil!I is
W. p, navlea. possible, m_ement o s of pioneer
life. In doing this he has a lot of
fun and contributes materially to
the preservation of information
which one day will be priceless.

* * *

I FIND THAT MR. WRIGHT
and I were residents of Jamestown
at the same time. I spent the summer of 1882 there and he arrived at
Jamestown with his parents in the
spring of that year. At that time
Grand Rapids, down the river
from Jamestown, was one of the
state's boom towns. The surveyor
for whom I worked had platted it,
I think, the year before, and while
I never visited the place I became
familiar with the blue prints of the
plat, which showed "proposed"
courthouse, steamboat landing,
railway stations and park. On the
strength of that plat and the glowing descriptions of the future of
the city I bought a couple of lots,
making a cash payment of $50, another payment to be made when
the first railway reached the place
and a further payment when the
second railway was built in. Ultimately one railway was built through
Grand Rapids, but by that time the
prospects had faded. I never made
any more payments.

FROM His liEAriQUARTERS
at St. John, where he has been In
the customl!I service for some years
Mr. Wright bas followed the track~
of the l!lurveyors who marked out
the international boundary in 1873.
The job was one of no small magnltude. The nearest ra.ilway wa•
at Moorhead and supplies for the
survey were shipped by rail to
that point, thence by boat down
the river to Pembina, and thence
by Red river carts across country
to wherever the surveyors were
working.

* *

*

THE SURVEY WAS MADE BY
two parties, American and Canadian who took alterrlate sections of
20 miles each and then checked
back on each other's work In the
Turtle Mountain section the going
was tough because of r O u g h
ground and timber. The line had
to be chopped through for practically the entire distance. One
party started on the Turtle Mountaln section from the east, but on
account of the broken nature of
the country the other party, instead of starting 20 miles farther
on, went clear around the mountains and started from the west,
meeting the first party in the center. In spite of all the difficulties
the line was run with a surprising
degree of accuracy, few corrections
being required on later surveys.

* * *

THE ORIGINAL SURVEY WAS
marked by heavy oak posts which
were hauled from Pembina by
carts. Two of the bog posts made
a load for a cart, and the. trip from
Pembina to the mounts.ms might
take two or three weeks. At a later date heavy cast iron posts were
substituted for the original wooden
ones, and still later these were
supplanted by other metal markers
of different design, Mr. Wright
says that two or three of the first
iron posts are now standing in
* * *
Pembina where they were used for
AFTER HIS ARRIVAL AT a long time
h:ch~g posts.
J'amestown in the spring of 1882 MANY WHO HAVE DRIVEN
Mr. Wright's father engaged in
freighting building material down along the bor~er have assu~ed
the river to Grand Rapids which that the strip of unoccupied
was ISO miles from the near~st rail- ground running parallel with the
way. That was a spring of big llne i~ neutral ground. Mr. ".Vright
floods, and the James river ran explams that this is a ~ustake.
bank full. Crude scows were built, ~he vacant strip is Canadian terloaded with lumber and floated rito~ lying immediately north of
down the stream.
the hne. In that connection there
ls to be noted a difference between
*
the American and Canadian sysJUST A FEW MILES NORTH tems of survey. In the United
of Melville the Jamestown and States the road reservation of 66
Northern crosses the trail of Gen- feet is taken out of the section so
eral Sibley',s force on its way that the net area of a sectio~ is
northwest in the early seventies. only 624 acres instead of the full
Mr. Wright spent some time trying 640 acres in a square mile. The
to locate the old trail, and was Canadian survey leaves the full
partly successful, but he talked square mile in a section and sets
with one old settler in the vicinity apart an additional 99 feet for road
who had never beard of the Sib- purposes.

a;

*

*
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ALTHOUGH THE NEW KING
EDWARD IV, WHO CAME TO
of Great Britain is known"' officially the throne near the close of that
stormy period· marked by the
as Edward VIII, he is really th.~ Wars of the Roses, with which
eleventh Edward to occupy . the Shakespeare deals in his play HenEnglish throne. ry VI, closes a dissolute life after a
For some reason brief reign and his little son
the numbering of known as 'Edward V was mur~
English kings be- dered in the Tower, a' crime with
g i n s w i t h t h e which his uncle, afterward RichNorm an con - ard III .has been charged, and
quest, the three around which there has been cons ax o n Edwards siderable mystery. Edward VI,
who P r e c e d e d only son of Henry VIII who died
William the Con- while a mere lad was the last of
queror being d-is- the Edwards untii Edward VII, the
regarded in the present king's grandfather.
numeration. It is
* * *
not clear why the
ENGLISH KINGS, LIKE OTHd e sc e n t of. the er royalties, have usually borne
m o d e r n British many names. The present king is
mona:chs f r o m named Edward, for his grandso eminent a per- father, Albert, from his great•
sonage as Alfred the Great should grandfather, Christian, for anbe disregarded.
other great-grandfather, . the king
* * *
o!. Denmark, and George, Andrew,
MUCH OF THE LONG REIGN Patrick, David, for the patron
of Edward I was occupied in fight- saints, respectively, of England,.
ing. Edward joined the last of the Scotland, Ireland and Wales.
Crusades and then occupied him* * *
self in wars with Wales and Scot- THE NAME JOHN HAS BEEN
land. Invading Wales, he gave to borne by but one British king. Ha
the Welsh p e op I e their first is always associated with Magna
"Prince of Wales," in the person of Charta, and it is perhaps because
his infant son, in fulfillment, ac- of his resistance to the principles
cording to tradition, of his promise contained in that declarafion ot
to give them "a prince, born in rights that he has never been a
their own country, and who could popular person. One· of the present
not speak a word of English. It king's brothers, h o w e v e r, was
was in reference to his high-hand- named John. He died several
ed methods that Campbell put in- years ago while a mere boy. There
to the mouth of his Welsh Bard is a story that he and his brother
the fiery denunciation:
Henry disputed over a matter ot
. Ruin seize thee, ruthless king!
precedence at the coronation ot
Confusion on thy banners wait!
their father, King George V, and
Though fanned by conquest's
got into a lively fight, just as other
crimson wing,
brothers might have done. The
They mock the air with idle
fight delighted youthful bystand·state.
ers, who cheered the combatants
*
on with cries of "Go it! Prince
THE REIGN dF EDWARD II, Henry." "Let him have it! Prince
son of Edward I, was a troubled John," until their sister Mary
one. Weak and inefficient, the cuffed the ears of both princes and
king was ruled first by one set of dragged them off.
favorites and then another until
*
he was dethroned and then murIT'S ALL RIGHT FOR THOSE
dered, to be succeeded by his young Dionne quintuplets to sleep out of
son, Edward III, whose reign of doors at 30 below zero, if the doc50 years was marked by the begin- tor orders it, but no doctor is gonlng of the Hundred Years' war ing to get me to perform such a
and also by real statesmanship and stunt unless he paralyzes me first.
wise administration. Tqe death of Speaking of that, why does anyone
his son, Edward the Black Prince, need cold air to sleep in when he
interrupted the regular succession insists on warm air to work in?
of the Edwards.
Hanged if I know.

* *

* *

INFORMATION COMES TO
me In a roundabout way of the
election at Alexander G. Budge,
formerly of Grand Forks, .to the
·
· position of president of the firm
of Castle a n d
Cooke, pt· Honolu1u, .one of the
oldest sugar and
ateamship agencies in Hawaii.
Alex Budge will
be remembered
here as the son
of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bu d g e,
pioneer residents
of Grand Forks.
He was educated
in the Grand
W. P. Davie& Forks public
schools, the University of North
Dakota and Stanford university,
married Ruth 'Whlthed, daughter
of Mr. and ·Mrs. H. L. Whithed, also ot Grand Forks, and after
spending some time on the Pacific
coast he went to Honolulu 16 years
ago as representative and sales engineer for C. Moore & Co., of Sa
Francisco. Becoming interested
the sugar business he joined Ca' e
& Cooke in 1920 as assistant se·
tary, and, after numerous pre'..
tions he has now been given~ .
chief executive position in the
company.

*

* DAYS WIIr
IN THE *
EARLY
11am Budge was one of the most
prominent residents of Gran d
Forks. In the records of that period his name 11 associated with
the names of such men as Griggs
Walsh, Eshelman, McCormack an
~inship, all men of vision and vig
or and all energetic in developin
the possibilities of tlie city which
they were assisting to· build. Mr.
Budge was one of the earnest supporters of the movement for the
location of thf.' University of North
Dakota at Grand Forks and it was
on part of his farm that the Uni:versity campus was laid out. He
was a meinber of the Universit
board of trustees during the entir
life of that body, and during the
dark days of the early nineties
when the life of the institution wa
menaced by failure of appropria.
tion for Its maintenance, he per,
formed invaluable service in secur
Ing funds from private sources for
its support.
* YEARS,
* * BEFORE
IN LATER
leaving Grand Forks, Mr. and Mrs.
Budge were respectively postmast
er and postmistress of the city. Th
Budges moved to Oregon and live
there for some years. Their· hom
is now in Oakland, Calif. Las
sununer they spent three month
with their son and his family i
Ha,rail.

* * *

· AND HERE ARE SOME REM
infscences from Mrs. H. 3. McDon
aid, ot Rugby, which were suggested by Win Worklng'a article on
"Changing the Spelling of Cavalier."
·•

·

* * *

"I JUST CLOSED MY EYES
to shut out the present," writes
Mrs. McDonald, "and let my mind
drift back to the first winter I had
spent in that little village. On October 24, 1882 my father and mother with their eight children landed some time In the late evening
at the home cit" George Douglas:
mentioned by Mr. Working in this
article. We had gotten as far as
Grand Forks, the end of the railroad, father supposed, but when
h~ f~und there were rails already
laid north and a supply train was
going up next day, he (father)
made arrangements to be taken to
Hamilton, so benches were placed
along the sides of a box-car, so we
were the first passengers to go
north of Grand Forks. There we
were met by George Douglas, u he
had come to meet the stage and
was therefor, at the train when
we alighted on t~e pile of lumber
intended for the (station as we
Canadians said).

*

*
. "GEORGE *DOUGLAS,
A COU.sin ~t fathers by marriage, waa
married to Elizabeth Morden, a ·sis'"'
ter of David and Johnny Morden
then at Cavalier, and the youngest
son of Douglas George Jr. was the
first white child to be ' corn in
Pembina county, and believe it or
not, his birthday was the 4th ot
July. But to get back to our trip
and winter, what was the most exciting were the buffalo robes we
snuggled into on the trip from
Hamilton to Cavalier, for the
weather was all that could be Jn
Dakota.
* * •

"OUR SCHOOL
(FO:R
WlD
started to school immediately) was
a .one-room log affair, along which
a desk was hung on three sides
and the benches were a split log
in wbfch four pegs were inserted.
The stove was an old fashioned
iron box-stove and when the school
boys for got to bring an ax or saw
the wood was inserted and let
burn to the proper length to close
the door. Our teacher was a sweet
little girl, a Miss Dobie (or Dobbie)
I do not remember which. But to
get to the main point, we never at
that time, or since while we were
there recalled the time when a
change of spelling was uppermost
we were just taught that way
spelling and nothing further.

of

• * *

"I RECALL SOME OF TH!l
big boys. There was Casper Craft,
· Elmer Heller, A:rchie . Thompson,
for they were In classe• in which
I came in contact with their eon..
tests, a.a I was then 10 and considered myself quite a scholar, (as
children will sometimes). I recall
at this time John Bechtel had a
flour and feed mill in which not
one youngster dared approach, and
I for one was curious for my fath. er had a big mysterious mill in
which all kinds of mill work was
done in wood, in Ontario. My father immediately went into the hide
and fur trade and he alao was ·the
first to open a furniture etore In
Cavalier. He went itti with a Mr.
Grey that winter. So the pioneer
spelling dates away 1,ack of our
time. However, we were there
when St. Joe was St. Joe and not
Walhalla. My father was W. S.
Morden and was a great fraternal
man and believed in men banding
,themselves together for the better1
1ment of mankind, and he came 01i1t
to the new country enthused with
such a spirit. 'T hus he became the
father of Free Masonery in this
new land.
1

